In this study, the epipolar images were created by both methods of resolution adjustment and piecewise approach using RPC(Rational Polynomial coefficients) and ancillary data of IKONOS-2 and SPOT-5 satellite images whose resolutions are different from each other. The stereo geometry of these two satellite images was analyzed and the RPC block modelling was accomplished for generating epipolar images. In order to evaluate the accuracy of created epipolar images, the y-parallaxes were analyzed for the specific points which were apparently identified in mountainous, plain and urban area. Also the RMSEs of the specific points were calculated using the coordinates from the epipolar stereo images and the coordinates from the block triangulation. Y-parallaxes were within one pixel and the RMSEs were within two meters for X, Y and Z each.
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Where,
Where,  : number of points, (     ) : image coordinates of point .
: normalized image coordinate, U, V, W : normalized ground coordinate (latitude, longitude, height).
Where, 
p=a0+a1·Sample+a2·Line, 
r= b0+b1·Sample +b2·Line, Line, Sample : image coordinate, L0, S0: line offset, sample offset, Ls, Ss: line scale, sample Scale, a0, a1, a2, b0, b1, b2 : image adjustment parameter. 
: image number, 
: point number (6) X . 
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